
October 2021.13.  St James Marina, NC to Osprey Marina, Myrtle Beach, SC  10/23-25/21


Allen got Wild Oats turned around (I don’t do backing up as well as he does) and I took us out 
of the one boat wide, cement-walled entrance channel and back on our way.  The challenges 
du jour:  the rock pile and other delights of the ICW heading for Myrtle Beach.  Fortunately we 
got  through at  high tide.  


Pristine, native woods and marshes used to cover both sides of the ICW in this area.  That has 
changed steadily over the almost 20 years we’ve been making this journey every fall and 
spring.  Clearing and construction has increased markedly in more recent years, especially 
around Myrtle Beach.  People come from all over escaping winter to roam the beaches of SC 
and frequent the multitude of restaurants and shops. Many of them are right on the banks of 
the ICW - like Barefoot Landing: a tourist haven of many acres including theaters as well as 
restaurants and all manner of souvenir shops.  We’ve stopped and eaten there and sought out 
the ice cream shop.  Dockage there has been converted to mostly slips for little boats.  Bigger 
boats are supposed to dock across the water at a snooty marina where we were treated poorly 
the one - and only - time we docked there.  We launched the dingy to get across rather than   
walking a long way to go over the nearest bridge.  Below are pictures of some of the larger 
homes that  have sprung up. PS:  I’m told that Myrtle Beach is a golf Mecca for the east coast 
with 130 plus courses.


A casino ship went by us near New River Inlet, bound for International waters were gambling is 
unregulated. New River is the boundary between North and South Carolina.  Later a tourist 
paddle-wheeler went by;  everyone cheered and waved at us.


We were terribly disappointed when we called ahead to make a reservation for a couple days’ 
stay at Osprey Marina.  We’ve always been accommodated before.  This time we were told no 
space would be available for days.  I asked to be put on a waiting list in case of a cancellation. 
We thought about alternatives since we wanted to meet up with friends from Great Escape to 
return a jacket and an electrical fitting left behind in Ocracoke.  There is anchorage nearby or 
dockage further away in Bucksport Marina.  We still wanted fuel and a pump out so we 
decided we’d go in to Osprey and take care of those needs.  We’d call our friends to come and 
get their belongings while we were at the fuel dock.  Their new house is only a couple miles 
from the marina and Great Escape lives at the marina. Then my phone range.  Someone had 
cancelled a reservation and did we want it?  Oh yes in deed we did!  


We signed up for a three days stay.  We  had work to do and errands to run.  But first we had 
friends to see.  They picked us up and we stopped for superior pizza at Athens’ Pizza. We ate 
at their house and admired the decorating they have completed since last year when we were 
there right after they moved in.  We spent a month at Osprey Marina then, refuges from COVID, 
waiting for nautical regulations  to solidify in the several states between us and home.  


Maintenance on the Lectrosan was the first chore. It is a Coast Guard approved method of 
disinfecting sewage on boats.  I did two loads of laundry in the time it took Allen to take the 
tank apart. Stated briefly the process was difficult and odiferous.  Many bolts and nuts in 
awkward places were involved. Cleaning was unpleasant.  Reassembling was tedious. It took 
most of the day to complete and hours to clean up after.  We will never do it again.  


Changing the engine oil seemed fast and neat in comparison to the previous day’s efforts.  
Allen discarded the old oil to the collection system at the marina. I grocery shopped in the car 
lent by Great Escape, topping off groceries and replacing the spare 60 amp fuse that got 
damaged in disabling the Lectrosan as the first step in servicing.  I also picked up apple pecan 
salads from a local Windy’s.  They are a favorite at home.  I made a banana pudding for dessert  



(layers of vanilla wafers and sliced bananas covered with vanilla pudding for those of you 
whose mothers didn’t make it.)  Then we went to our friend’s house for a last dinner together.


I had defrosted overnight what I thought was a 3 pound pork loin.  Our friends baked what 
turned out to be two roasts half that size.  One we all ate for dinner;  the other we took back to 
the boat for subsequent meals aboard.  Dinner was heavy on desserts with a choice of 
chocolate cake with chocolate Icing and/or butter pecan or mint chocolate chip ice cream and 
banana pudding.  


We were driven back to the marina and parted from these good friends. We’d be off again 
southward the next morning.
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